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SUMMARY 
¡ Pennsylvania scholarship organizations awarded 77,640 K–12 scholarships through the Educational 

Improvement Tax Credit (EITC) and Opportunity Scholarship Tax Credit (OSTC) in the 2021–22 
school year. 

¡ The average 2021–22 scholarship amount was $2,583 for EITC and $1,853 for OSTC. 

¡ In 2021–22, K–12 students in Pennsylvania submitted almost 139,000 scholarship applications, the 
highest on record. Unfortunately, more than 63,000 student scholarship applications went unfunded 
due to arbitrary program caps. 

¡ State lawmakers should increase scholarship caps and implement an “automatic escalator” to 
provide more students with access to a high-quality education. 

PENNSYLVANIA'S SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS 
¡ Pennsylvania’s EITC and OSTC are state tax credit programs that give thousands of low- to middle-

income students access to high-quality schools of their choice. 

¡ Students can apply for scholarships through local scholarship organizations in the fall for the 
following school year. 

� Scholarship applicants must be below the household income limit of $108,444, plus $19,088 for 
each dependent;1 furthermore, OSTC applicants must also live within the attendance boundary 
of a low-achieving school.2, 3 

� While no state agency collects income information regarding students, the 2021 data from 
Simple Tuition Solutions—one of the largest application processors in the state—showed an 
average household income of $64,000 for EITC and $52,000 for OSTC. Meanwhile, the 
Children’s Scholarship Fund Philadelphia (CSFP), with scholarships primarily funded through 
EITC and OSTC, noted in October 2023 testimony to the state House Appropriation and 
Education Committees the medium income for CSFP families is $38,498.4 

¡ In the spring, businesses and individuals can donate to one of over 200 scholarship organizations 
across the state and receive a 75 percent (1-year commitment) or 90 percent (2-year commitment) 
credit against their state income tax.5 

INCREASING DEMAND FOR SCHOLARSHIPS 
New data—obtained by the Commonwealth Foundation from the Department of Community and Economic 
Development (DCED) through Right to Know Requests—reveal the current impact of Pennsylvania’s tax 
credit scholarship programs. 
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¡ In 2021–22, K–12 students submitted 141,482 scholarship applications, 2,914 more than the 
previous year and the highest on record. 

¡ Scholarship organizations awarded 77,670 K–12 scholarships in 2021–22, up more than 15,000 
from the previous year's 62,507. Students now attend school on an EITC or OSTC scholarship in all 
67 counties.6 

¡ In 2021–22, the average K–12 tax credit scholarship was $2,218 or $316 less per scholarship 
compared to the previous year. 

 

While Pennsylvania’s tax credit scholarship programs provide transformative opportunities to thousands of 
students, state caps limit the programs’ impact. 

¡ In 2021–22, Pennsylvania scholarship organizations turned away 63,812 K–12 student scholarship 
applications—almost 45 percent of applications—because of state caps. 
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REFORM: END THE WAITING LIST FOR SCHOLARSHIPS 
The 2022–23 state budget, passed by lawmakers and signed by then-Gov. Tom Wolf, increased the caps for 
EITC and OSTC by $125 million. This increase, though not yet reflected in the available scholarship data, 
allows an estimated 31,000 more students to receive scholarships, while increasing scholarship amounts. 
Still, this increase falls far short of the need and demand for scholarships. 

¡ On December 13, 2023, Gov. Josh Shapiro signed House Bill 301. This $150 million bill is the most 
substantial increase for the EITC and OSTC programs since their inception.7  

¡ This historic increase will provide approximately 35,000 additional scholarships but still falls short of 
meeting the demand. 

¡ In 2024, state lawmakers should help end the waiting list of student scholarships by increasing 
program caps by $150 million. 

¡ Furthermore, Harrisburg should approve an “automatic escalator” which would allow the tax 
credit scholarship programs to grow with student need. Proposals, such as Senate Bill 527 
introduced in 2022, would increase each program by 25 percent annually when 90 percent of 
available tax credits are allocated in the previous year.8 Florida has a similar escalator for its tax 
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credit scholarship program and, as a result, can serve more students seeking educational 
alternatives. 
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